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EXTRA CURRICULA ACTIVITIES POLICY

The following notes refer to students being selected and remaining in extra-curricular activities including activities such as:

SAPSASSA/INTERSCHOOL SPORTS
STUDENT VOICE COMMITTEE
CHOIR
CAPTAINS/VICE CAPTAINS FOR SPORT’S DAY
SPECIAL PROJECTS
JUMP ROPE
AFTER SCHOOL DISCOS
AFTER SCHOOL FOOTBALL

Behaviour
Our school prides itself on practising and living the values of Respect, Honesty, Responsibility and Excellence. Students are expected to follow the Long Street Primary School Code of Behaviour at all times, including extra-curricular events.

Students’ participation in extra-curricular activities is based on behaviour shown at school in the lead up to the particular event. The decision to remove a student from an activity or event due to inappropriate behaviour can be made with input from the student’s teacher, coach and leadership member.

Attendance
Students must attend school on a regular basis and must attend training or rehearsals as required. Students must attend school on the day of the activity or concert etc., to be allowed to participate in the extra-curricular activity, even if to be held at night.

These additional rules apply for the following activities:
Student Voice Committee – If a Student Voice representative receives a suspension, they are at-risk of being excluded from continuing on the Student Voice Committee. This exclusion will depend on the severity of the incident and will be decided by leadership and from input from other Student Voice Committee members. Similarly, two take home consequences and/or two internal suspensions (or a combination of both) will result in possible removal from the Student Voice Committee.

Captains/Vice Captains for Sport’s Day – Students are selected by peers after giving a speech on qualities of captaincy.

SAPSASA and Interschool Sports – As above info plus:
Year 6 and Yr 7 students have priority selection over other year levels. Year 5’s are invited to try out, and if numbers are low, may be selected. SAPSASA and the interschool manager of the team (even if not from LSPS) may remove student from team with the Whyalla District Convenor’s approval. This can only happen after selection has taken place.

Choir – Inappropriate behaviour during rehearsals may result in removal. This will include unwillingness to participate appropriately (as decided by Choir teacher) at rehearsal.
The Long Street Primary School Way

Growing Together

“ To be eligible for sport’s carnivals “
To be eligible to represent the school for a sports carnival there are specific behaviours that we expect students to display. This information has been collated and thought of by students in the school from Year 4 -7. The following information will be used by teachers to determine who will be chosen to be included in a sports carnival.

*What behaviours must be demonstrated in class to be eligible to nominate for a sports carnival.*

- Be respectful to staff and peers.
- Follow the school values, class expectations, teacher instructions and the golden rule.
- Wear school uniform at all times.
- Put pride into your school work.
- Display positive behaviours to be able to remain in class throughout the day.
- Complete all work/activities that are expected.
- Do your personal best in everything you do.
- Help others.
- Use appropriate language to adults and peers.
- Safe behaviour at all times and keep your hands to yourself.

*What behaviours do we expect to remain as part of the team?*

- Show positive sportsmanship and be a team player.
- Treat your team members with respect.
- Maintain appropriate school behaviour.
- Return all consent forms on time.
- Accept coach decisions appropriately.
- Listen to and follow all instructions from the coach.
- Treat team members/coach and players from other teams with respect.
- Play fairly.
- Maintain a positive attitude at all times.
- Attend any required meetings/trainings.
*What behaviours are expected on the day of the carnival?*

- Be respectful to other teams/players/umpires/other adults.
- Talk quietly on the bus on the way to and from carnivals.
- Use equipment correctly and safely.
- Play fairly and be a good sport.
- If you don’t win, lose respectfully and do not make any rude or negative comments.
- Show up to the carnival and do not let your team down.
- Use your manners towards any adults you see on the day (bus driver, umpires, organisers, other teams etc.)
- Do not make fun of others.
- Accept coach decisions respectfully.
- Help your team mates out.
- Always listen to your coach and follow instructions.
- Follow the expectations for the day.
- Be positive role models from our school by following our school values and Play is the Way key concepts.
- Control your feelings and emotions.
- Play fairly.
- Mobile phones are only to be used to arrange collection, not throughout the day.
- Stay with your team and the coach.
- Be organised by bringing anything you need for the day.
- Encourage your team and others.